PALAEOECOLOGY

What killed the big beasts?
During the past 100,000 years, many of Earth's largest animals -including ground sloths, mammoths, woolly rhinos and sabre-toothed cats -became extinct. Scientists have debated why for decades, with climate change and hunting by humans the chief suspects. Graham Prescott, David Williams and their group at the University of Cambridge, UK, have created a model of unprecedented geographical breadth -and concluded that it took both factors to seal the beasts' fate.
The researchers modelled extinctions in North America, South America, Palaeoarctic Eurasia, Australia and New Zealand, running simulations with climate data from ice cores and thousands of plausible combinations of humanarrival and species-extinction water, but shrink when heated.
The team patterned the gel using a mask and an initial low dose of UV to define the polymer's overall shape, then used a higher dose through a different mask to create highly crosslinked regions in which swelling is reduced. By allowing more swelling in some areas than others, the authors created objects that can switch between sheets and spheres when heated and cooled (pictured), as well as others that can reversibly form caps, cones and morecomplex surfaces. Science 335, 1201 Science 335, -1205 Science 335, (2012 contradicting prognoses or treatments on the basis of biopsies from different areas. Charles Swanton at Cancer Research UK's London Research Institute and his colleagues analysed this diversity by reconstructing the evolution of four kidney cancers, sampling several parts of each primary tumour, as well as secondary ones from organs to which the cancer had spread.
In one patient, only onethird of the total mutations were found in all the samples, and one-quarter were unique to just one. This has implications for biomarker analysis and cancer-genome studies, which rely on single biopsies. It might also explain why many cancer treatments eventually stop working: they affect only part of a tumour, allowing the remainder to bounce back. times, reflecting the large uncertainty in both these estimates. The recipe that best predicted the pattern of extinctions included both climatic and human ingredients.
